INTRODUCTIONS
Corporate Keynote Introduction**
Our guest this evening is a bestselling author, physician, magician, hypnotist,
and mindfulness coach... and he can curl his tongue!
He's produced several award winning programs and products for achieving peak
performance, including his bestselling book, UnHypnosis, his reprogram-yourmind-for-success audio, UnHypnosis for Entrepreneurs, named a Top 25 MustHave Product by Direct Selling Live, and his latest, Procrastination Annihilation.
Dr. Steve has performed for and coached top celebrities and movie stars, and
has shared the stage with legendary motivational speakers like John Gray, Sean
Achor, and the legendary Zig Ziglar.
Mark Victor Hansen, Author of Chicken Soup for the Soul calls Dr. Steve an
enlightened physician dedicated to helping the entire world with his amazing
talent as an entertainer and a powerful communicator.
Here today to talk about how to reprogram your subconscious mind for success,
please help me to welcome the man who has been called the ultimate brain clog
remover; author, speaker, hypnotist, and nice guy...Dr. Steve Taubman!

Entertainment Pre-Introduction***
We'll be taking a break now, and when we come back, be ready to have your
minds blown. Dr. Steve Taubman, America's Funniest Hypnotist, is here to
demonstrate the power of the subconscious mind and give you a chance to
stretch your imagination. What he'll be sharing will not only amaze you, but will
open your mind to the power of belief.
Just one more thing. Those who come up to be hypnotized will leave with posthypnotic suggestions for increased creativity, prosperity, and sex appeal.
In fact, Dr. Steve promises that those who get hypnotized will have even more
fun than those who watch...so, get ready to step up and join in! Back in five!
** May be modified for your industry. Speak with Dr. Steve about customization.
***This precedes a short break; after which the pre-recorded intro will play.

Keynote Introduction When Preceded By Hypnosis Show
We're very pleased to welcome back to our stage the man responsible for last
night's incredible demonstration. You saw what he can do with hypnosis, but
what you may not know is that he's also a bestselling author, physician,
magician, and mindfulness coach, bringing deep wisdom and a unique
perspective to his fans, followers and clients.
Dr. Steve has produced several award winning programs and products for
achieving peak performance, including his bestselling book, UnHypnosis, his
reprogram-your-mind-for-success audio, UnHypnosis for Entrepreneurs, named
a Top 25 Must-Have Products by Direct Selling Live, and his latest creation,
Procrastination Annihilation.
Dr. Steve has performed for and coached top celebrities and movie stars, and
has shared the stage with legendary motivational speakers like John Gray, Sean
Achor, and the legendary Zig Ziglar.
Mark Victor Hansen, Author of Chicken Soup for the Soul calls Dr. Steve an
enlightened physician dedicated to helping the entire world with his amazing
talent as an entertainer and a powerful communicator.
Here today to talk about how to reprogram your subconscious mind for success,
please help me to welcome the man who has been called the ultimate brain clog
remover...author, speaker, hypnotist, and nice guy...Dr. Steve Taubman!

